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6.72bn

Thailand Confectionery Market (US$)

2022 2027

• Chocolate products

• Sugar confectionery

• Cookies

• Ice Cream

+ IN-SCOPE

► Volume is expected to amount to 1,502.3mkg by 2027 & is

expected to show a volume growth of 4.7% in 2023.

► In relation to total population figures, per person revenues of

US$95.96 are generated in 2022, the average volume per person

is expected to amount to 17.3kg in 2022.

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Source: Statista, 2022
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SUGAR FREE VARIANTS

This allows better positioning of “healthy” product lines

as local consumers increasingly switch to sugar free

variants. Consumers are becoming more aware about

the dangers of excessive sugar intake, unlike other

snack categories that aim to reduce fat or calories.

KEY TRENDS & 

MARKET EXAMPLES

Sources: Euromonitor International, 2021a & 2022

The health and wellness trend which has been

strengthened as a result of the pandemic, will continue

to create opportunities for confectionery companies.

Gum confectionery is predicted to experience a further

marginal improvement in demand in 2022 as consumers

begin to return to workplace & socialising again, it certainly

does a great job as a breath freshener.

► “Sugar free” is likely to continue to be a highlighted theme for gum

as a way to attract health-conscious consumers.

LOTTE Xylitol Fresh Mint Sugar Free Chewing Gum

• As a safe and natural sweetener, Xylitol is extensively used in

a multitude of products.

• Being a “tooth-friendly” sugar substitute, Xylitol is a perfect

sweetening component for dental health gums.

• Product of Thailand

Ingredients for Mint Flavour: Xylitol (E967) (39%), Maltitol

(E965) (34%), Gum Base (21%), Thickener (E414), Flavouring

(Mint, Menthol), Dicalcium Phosphate (E341), Glazing Agent

(E901, E903, E904), Sweetener (E951, E965), Colour (E133).
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SUGAR FREE VARIANTS

Halls XS Sugar Free Candy

• Experience a whole new level of cooling and freshness in a compact

packaging with Halls XS Sugar Free. These mint candies are perfect

anytime

• Varieties: Mentholyptus, Honey Lemon, Mixed Berry, Lime, Watermelon,

Blueberry, Colours.

• Product of Thailand

Ingredients for Lime Flavour: Isomalt, Acidity Regulators (INS330,

INS270), Flavours, Sucralose, Acesulfame Potassium, Colours (INS133,

INS129).
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MEDICATED CONFECTIONERY

Benefiting from increasing demand for medicated

confectionery, Mondelez International (Thailand)

Co Ltd had strengthen its overall leadership in

2021, which it dominates through its brand, Halls

and its extension Halls XS.
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Source: Euromonitor International, 2021a

Medicated confectionery is predicted to record the

strongest retail volume growth rates over the forecast

period, particularly impressive over the first half due

to lingering health awareness.

King-to Nin Jiom Throat Lozenge

• Uses natural plant honeysuckle, etc., and is carefully

refined with lemongrass and lime to cool and

moisturize the throat, refresh and reduce the

irritation, and make the breath fragrant.

• Product of Thailand

Ingredients for Lemongrass Flavour: Sugar, Glucose

Syrup, Water, Plant Extracts (Honeysuckle, Platycodon,

Licorice, Lemongrass, Lime), Menthol, Citric Acid,

Flavours.
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Botan Original Thai Herbal Mouth Freshener

• Botan original herbal mouth freshener with peppermint flavor is an

enjoyable treat for your mouth. This candy made from 100% natural herbal

ingredients such as licorice (glycyrrhiza) and peppermint to help long lasting

freshness in the mouth and soothing in throat.

• Product of Thailand

Ingredients: Glycyrrhiza Glabra 71.6 % , INS 414 , INS 211, Gelatin, Natural

Identical Flavouring.
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PREMIUM CHOCOLATE
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Sources: Euromonitor International, 2021b; Williams & Marshall Strategy, 2020 

► In addition, consumption of high-quality 

cocoa is further encouraged by its high 

content of flavonoids, which are known 

to have beneficial effects on health.

Demand for premium and high-quality fine

flavoured cocoa has been growing in recent

years.

During the pandemic, the mid- to higher-income Thai

consumers were seen indulging in more premium brands of

chocolate confectionery due to it seen as a permissible treat as

a result of home seclusion.

Sarath N. Chocolatier Bon Bon Signature Chocolate

• Experience premium Thai chocolates filled with fillings that are

filled with the flavors you love. We are ready to create unique

and high-quality chocolate.

• Made with all natural Thai ingredients carefully selected for their

unique qualities and exquisite flavors.

• Give your guests a journey through Thai heritage, an adventure

of Thai flavors from herbal basil, citrus lime to soothing coconut

milk carefully infused with the best cacao grown exclusively in

Thailand.

• Product of Thailand
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XOCONAT XOCO Crunch

• A unique Thai-style buttercrunch like you've never tasted before. White

pepper, cilantro and garlic buttercrunch slabbed with 58% Prachuap Khiri

Khan dark coconut milk chocolate and topped with toasted sesame seeds.

• If you consider yourself a Thai food lover, this is a MUST TRY! At Xoconat

we do not shy away from pushing the boundaries between what people think

a candy should be and what we dream it to be. American style candy making

merged with Thai cuisine.

• Product of Thailand

Ingredients: 58% Dark Milk Chocolate Made With Thai Cacao (58% Cacao

Solids, Cocoa Butter, Coconut Flakes, Sugar), Toasted Sesame Seeds,

Cilantro, Fried Garlic, Fish Sauce, Thai Black & White Pepper, Vanilla Extract.
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PROVENANCE & SUSTAINABILITY

For the chocolate segment, Thai consumers are increasingly 

paying attention on factors such as provenance and sustainability, 

as well as on the quality and diversity of different origins. 
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Source: Williams & Marshall Strategy, 2020 

In order to respond to the growing expectations of 

customers, companies are trying to highlight not 

only the origin of the cocoa, but also the story 

behind the brand and the place where the end-

product was manufactured. 

► In accordance with the advancement 

of consumers’ environmental and 

ethical consciousness, certified cocoa 

and chocolate products have also 

gained popularity over the last few 

years.

Pridi Cacaofevier Handcrafted Dark Chocolate

• In every bar of our Single Origin Collection we use only the

finest of beans, hand selected and sorted and hand crafted

into chocolate. Naturally, we only add the best quality of Thai

organic sugar to complete the recipe.

• These chocolates are produced in small batches and marked

with the year of bean harvest – in chocolate, just as in wine!

• Product of Thailand

Ingredients for Pridi Black Magic: 75% Dark Chocolate with

Coffee Beans, Lampang Cocoa Beans and Coffee from Karo

Coffee Roasters.
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Böhnchen & Co. Sugar Free Organic Chocolate

• The company’s first chocolate bars with a fusion of two origins: Prachuap Khirikhan

(Thailand) and Lachua (Guatemala). Not only that, this is the first bar they crafted using

the artisan coconut blossom nectar from Thailand!

• The coconut blossom nectar is harvested from a small farm in Amphawa in Thailand

where the coconut trees grow on brackish water and sandy loam which make it perfectly

suited to producing intense coconut nectar with umami.

• Product of Thailand

Ingredients for Guiltless White 35% Prachuap KK: Organic Cocoa Beans, 40% Organic

Cocoa Butter, New-Zealand Milk, Non-GMO Erythritol, Non-GMO Soluble Fiber, Organic

Sunflower Lecithin, Himalayan Pink Salt and Organic Monkfruit Extract.
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